Oral drug and eye injections effective against diabetic retinopathy and macular oedema

A 29-YEAR-OLD GRAB DRIVER fell into a diabetic coma after her left eye burst and she was rushed to the hospital after she fainted. She was diagnosed with diabetic retinopathy, and patients with the disease often suffer a small depression in the retina – sufficient to cause blindness.

The downside is that some patients are afraid of getting an injection. “There will be mild discomfort, much like an ant bite, similar to injections for skin,” said Dr Su. “There will be some mild swelling, which is usually mild and goes away in a few hours.”

There has also been a move away from laser treatments to drugs injected into the eye to treat vision loss caused by diabetic retinopathy and macular oedema. The drugs are more effective than laser treatments in reducing the risk of vision loss, and may be tried in the early stages of diabetic retinopathy before those with the condition receive intensive blood pressure control.
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